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Abstract: A multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communication system combined with the
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) modulation technique can achieve reliable high
data rate transmission over broadband wireless channels. Channel state information for both singleinput single-output (SISO) and MIMO systems based on pilot aided arrangement is investigated in
this paper. The estimation of channel at pilot frequencies with conventional Least Square (LS) and
Minimum Mean Square (MMSE) estimation algorithms is carried out through Matlab simulation. The
performance of MIMO OFDM and SISO OFDM are evaluated on the basis of Bit Error Rate (BER) and
Mean Square Error (MSE) level. Further enhancement of performance can be achieved through
maximum diversity Space Time Block Coding (STBC) and Maximum Likelihood Detection at
transmission and reception ends respectively. MMSE estimation has been shown to perform much
\ MIMO system using pilot carriers.
better than LS but is more complex than LS for the
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INTRODUCTION
OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) is
becoming a very popular multi-carrier modulation technique for transmission of signals over
wireless channels. OFDM divides the high-rate stream into parallel lower rate data and hence
prolongs the symbol duration, thus helping to eliminate Inter Symbol Interference (ISI). It also
allows the bandwidth of subcarriers to overlap without Inter Carrier Interference (ICI) as long as
the modulated carriers are orthogonal. OFDM therefore is considered as an efficient
modulation technique for broadband access in a very dispersive environment. In this new
information age, high data rate and strong reliability in wire-less communication systems are
becoming the dominant factors for a successful exploitation of commercial networks.

Frame Structure of QXL OFDM System MIMO-OFDM (multiple input multiple output orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing), a new wireless broadband technology, has gained great
popularity for its capability of high rate transmission and its robustness against multi-path
fading and other channel impairments. The arrangement of multiple antennas at the transition
end and reception end results increase in the diversity gain refers the quality of signal and
multiplexing gain refers the transmission capacity. Space time block coding used in this paper to
transmit multiple copies of a data stream across a number of antennas and to exploit the
various received versions of data to improve reliability of data transfer. The major challenge
faced in MIMO-OFDM systems is how to obtain the channel state information accurately and
promptly for coherent detection of information symbols. The channel state information can be
obtained through training based, blind and semi blind channel Estimation. The blind channel
estimation is carried out by evaluating the statistical information of the channel and certain
properties of the transmitted signals [3]. Blind Channel Estimation has its advantage in that it
has no overhead loss; it is only applicable to slowly time-varying channels due to its need for a
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long data record. In training based channel estimation algorithms, training symbols or pilot
tones that are known a priori to the receiver, are multiplexed along with the data stream for
channel estimation [4]. Semi-blind channel technique is hybrid of blind and training technique,
utilizing pilots and other natural constraints to perform channel estimation. The training-based
method channel estimation can be performed by either block type pilots where pilot tones are
inserted into all frequency bins within periodic intervals of OFDM blocks or by comb pilots
where pilot tones are inserted into each OFDM symbol symbols with a specific period of
frequency bins. The block type pilot channel estimation, has been developed under the
assumption of slow fading channel; this assumes that the channel transfer function is not
changing very rapidly it can be constant over transmission of few OFDM symbols. The combtype pilot channel estimation has been introduced in case where the channel changes even in
one OFDM block.

MIMO-OFDM system having Q no. of Inputs

MIMO-OFDM system having L no. of Outputs
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The comb-type pilot channel estimation consists of algorithms to estimate the channel at pilot
frequencies and interpolation is used to find the channel at signal frequencies [5]. The
interpolation of the channel for comb-type based channel estimation can be depend on linear
interpolation, low-pass interpolation and spline cubic interpolation. Further, this signal model is
transformed into a linear form suitable for the LS (least square) and MMSE (minimum mean
square error) estimation algorithm. MMSE has been shown to perform much better than LS but
more complex than LS. We can use optimal low rank MMSE estimator to reduce complexity.
And finally we can conclude that MMSE is an optimal channel estimator in the sense of
achieving the minimum MSE (mean squared error). The organization of the paper is as follows.
Section II and III describe the system models of SISO & MIMO OFDM systems respectively.
Section IV provided the performances of LS and LMMSE algorithms in both the systems and
simulation results are presented in Section V Conclusion is given in Section VI .With the ever
increasing number of wireless subscribers and their seemingly \greedy" demands for high-datarate services, radio spectrum becomes an extremely rare and invaluable resource for all the
countries in the world. Efficient use of radio spectrum requires that modulated carriers be
placed as close as possible without causing any ICI and be capable of carrying as many bits as
possible. Optimally, the bandwidth of each carrier would be adjacent to its neighbors, so there
would be no wasted bands.
In practice, a guard band must be placed between neighboring carriers to provide a guard space
where a shaping alter can attenuate a neighboring carrier's signal.
These guard bands are waste of spectrum. In order to transmit high-rate data, short symbol
periods must be used. The symbol period Tsym is the inverse of the baseband data rate R (R =
1=Tsym), so as R increases, Tsym must decrease. In a multipath environment, however, a
shorter symbol period leads to an increased degree of ISI, and thus performance loss. OFDM
addresses both of the two problems with its 28 29
unique modulation and multiplexing technique. OFDM divides the high-rate stream into parallel
lower rate data and hence prolongs the symbol duration, thus helping to eliminate ISI. It also
allows the bandwidth of subcarriers to overlap without ICI as long as the modulated carriers are
orthogonal. OFDM therefore is considered as a good candidate modulation technique for
broadband access in a very dispersive environment [42, 43]. However, relying solely on OFDM
technology to improve the spectral efficiency gives us only a partial solution. At the end of
1990s, seminal work by Foshini and Gans [21] and, independently, by Teltar [22] showed that
there is another alternative to accomplish high-data-rate over wireless channels: the use of
multiple antennas at the both ends of the wireless link, often referred to as MA (multiple
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antenna) or MIMO in the literature [21, 22, 17, 16, 25, 26]. The MIMO technique does not
require any bandwidth expansions or any extra transmission power. Therefore, it provides a
promising means to increase the spectral efficiency of a system. In his paper about the capacity
of multi-antenna Gaussian channels [22], Telatar showed that given a wireless system
employing Nt TX (transmit) antennas and Nr RX (receive) antennas, the maximum data rate at
which error-free transmission over a fading channel is theoretically possible is proportional to
the minimum of Nt and Nr (provided that the NtNr transmission paths between the TX and RX
antennas are statistically independent). Hence huge throughput gains may be achieved by
adopting Nt £ Nr MIMO systems compared to conventional 1 £ 1 systems that use single
antenna at 30 both ends of the link with the same requirement of power and bandwidth. With
multiple antennas, a new domain, namely, the spatial domain is explored, as opposed to the
existing systems in which the time and frequency domain are utilized.
Now let's come back to the previous question: what can be done in order to enhance the data
rate of a wireless communication system? The combination of MIMO systems with OFDM
technology provides a promising candidate for next generation mixed and mobile wireless
systems [42]. In practice for coherent detection, however, accurate channel state information
in terms of channel impulse response (CIR) or channel frequency response (CFR) is critical to
guarantee the diversity gains and the projected increase in data rate. The channel state
information can be obtained through two types of methods. One is called blind channel
estimation [44, 45, 46], which explores the statistical information of the channel and certain
properties of the transmitted signals. The other is called training-based channel estimation,
which is based on the training data sent at the transmitter and known a priori at the receiver.
Though the former has its advantage in that it has no overhead loss, it is only applicable to
slowly time-varying channels due to its need for a long data record. Our work in this thesis
focuses on the training-based channel estimation method, since we aim at mobile wireless
applications where the channels are fast time-varying. The conventional training-based method
[47, 48, 50] is used to estimate the channel by sending ¯rst a sequence of OFDM symbols, socalled preamble which is composed of known training symbols.
31 Then the channel state information is estimated based on the received signals corresponding to the known training OFDM symbols prior to any data transmission in a packet. The
channel is hence assumed to be constant before the next sequence of training OFDM symbols.
A drastic performance degradation then arises if applied to fast time-varying channels. In [49],
optimal pilot-tone selection and placement were presented to aid channel estimation of singleinput/single-output (SISO) systems. To use a set of pilot-tones within each OFDM block, not a
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sequence of training blocks ahead of a data packet to estimate the time-varying channel is the
idea behind our work. However direct generalization of the channel estimation algorithm in
[49] to MIMO-OFDM systems involves the inversion of a high-dimension matrix [47] due to the
increased number of transmit and receive antennas, and thus entails high complexity and
makes it infeasible for wireless communications over highly mobile channels. This becomes a
bottleneck for applications to broadband wireless communications.
To design a low-complexity channel estimator with comparable accuracy is the goal of this
chapter.
The bottleneck problem of complexity for channel estimation in MIMO-OFDM systems has
been studied by two di®erent approaches. The ¯rst one shortens the sequence of training
symbols to the length of the MIMO channel, as described in [50], leading to orthogonal
structure for preamble design. Its drawback lies in the increase of the overhead due to the
extra training OFDM blocks. The second one is the simplified channel estimation algorithm, as
proposed in [48], that achieves optimum channel 32 .estimation and also avoids the matrix
inversion. However its construction of the pilot-tones is not explicit in terms of space-time
codes (STC). We are motivated by both approaches in searching for new pilot-tone design. Our
contribution in this chapter is the uni¯cation of the known results of [48, 50] in that the
simpli¯ed channel estimation algorithm is generalized to explicit orthogonal space-frequency
codes (SFC) that inherit the same computational advantage as in [48, 50], while eliminating
their respective drawbacks. In addition, the drastic performance degradation occurred in [48,
50] is avoided by our pilot-tone design since the channel is estimated at each block. In fact we
have formulated the channel estimation problem in frequency domain, and the CFR is
parameterized by the pilot-tones in a convenient form for design of SFC .As a result a unitary
matrix, composed of pilot-tones from each transmit antenna, can be readily constructed. It is
interesting to observe that the LS algorithm based on SFC in this paper is parallel to that for
conventional OFDM systems with single transmit/receive antenna. The use of multiple
transmit/receive antennas o®ers more design freedom that provides further improvements on
estimation performance.
2. SISO OFDM SYSTEM MODEL
The SISO OFDM system block based on Training sequence is given in Fig. 1. The binary data is
first grouped and mapped according to the modulation in “signal mapper”. Dependent on the
channel condition like fading, different base modulation modes such as BPSK (binary phase shift
keying), QPSK (quadrature phase shift keying) and QAM are used to boost the data rate. After
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modulation the symbol rate reduced to R = (R / log2M), where M is constellation size. Then this
serial data is fed to serial to parallel convertor. This reduces data rate by N times, where N is
number of parallel streams. Each of parallel stream constitutes tiny bandwidth in the spectrum.
So these streams almost undergo flat fading in the channel. This is the greatest advantage of
OFDM. After inserting pilots either to all subcarriers with a specific period of blocks or within a
uniform period of frequency bins in all blocks, IDFT block is used to transform the data
sequence of length into time domain signal with the following equation:

( 1)
where w(n) is Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) and m is the total number of propagation
paths and m is delay spread. At the receiver’s end, after passing to discrete domain through
A/D and low pass filter, guard time is removed the signal
(2)
will become as y(n) for
Then y(n)is sent to DFT block for the following operation:
Y(k) DFT{y(n)} k 0,1,2.....N 1
(3)
As a matter of convenience we can write the entire operation as:
Y(k) X(k)H(k) W(k)
(4)
Where X(k) = DFT{ x(n)} and W(k) = DFT{ w(n)}.
Then the binary information data is obtained back in “signal demapper” block.
where N is DFT length. Following IDFT block, guard time, which is chosen to be
larger than the expected delay spread, is inserted to prevent inter-symbol interference. This
guard time is a copy of the last part which is prepended to OFDM symbol. This makes the
transmitted symbol periodic, which plays a decisive role in identifying frames correctly, so as to
avoid ISI and intercarrier interference (ICI). The resultant OFDM symbol is

given as follows:

(5)
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where Ng is the length of the guard interval. The transmitted signal will pass through the
frequency selective time varying fading channel with additive noise. Then the received signal
(6)
The channel response h can be represented by

MIMO OFDM SYSTEM

Fig. 2 depicts a high level block diagram of the MIMO
OFDM system. We consider MIMO–OFDM systems with two transmit antennas and two receive
antennas. The total number of subcarriers is N. Basically, the MIMO-OFDM transmitter has Nt
parallel transmission paths which are very similar to the single antenna OFDM system, each
branch performing serial-to-parallel conversion, pilot insertion, N-point IFFT and cyclic
extension before the final TX signals are up-converted to RF and transmitted. It is worth noting
that the channel encoder and the digital modulation, in some spatial multiplexing systems, can
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also be done per branch, where the modulated signals are then space-time coded using the
Alamouti algorithm [6] before transmitting from multiple antennas [7] not necessarily
implemented jointly over all the Nt branches. Subsequently at the receiver, the CP is removed
and N-point FFT is performed per receiver branch. Next, the transmitted symbol per TX antenna
is combined and outputted for the subsequent operations like digital demodulation and
decoding. Finally all the input binary
data are recovered with certain BER. As a MIMO signalling technique, Nt different signals are
transmitted simultaneously over Nt X Nr transmission paths and
each of those Nr received signals is a combination of all the Nt transmitted signals and the
distorting noise. It brings in the diversity gain for enhanced system capacity as we desire.
Meanwhile compared to the SISO system, it complicates the system design regarding to
channel estimation and symbol detection due to the hugely increased number of channel
coefficients. The data stream from each antenna undergoes OFDM Modulation. The Alamouti
Space Time Block Coding (STBC) scheme has full transmit diversity gain and low complexity
decoder, with the encoding matrix represented as referred in [8] as

The vectors X1 and X2 are modulated using the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) and after
adding a cyclic prefix as a guard time interval, two modulated blocks Xg
1 and Xg 2 are generated and are then transmitted by the first and second transmit antennas
respectively. Assuming that the guard time interval is more than the expected largest delay
spread of a multipath channel. The received signal will be the convolution of the channel and
the transmitted signal. Assuming that the channel is static during an OFDM block, at the
receiver side after removing the cyclic prefix, the FFT output as the
demodulated received signal can be expressed as
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(8)
in the above equation [W1, W2……WNT] denotes AWGN and Hm,n is the (single-input singleoutput) channel gain between the mth receive and nth transmit antenna pair. The nth column
of H is often referred to as the spatial signature of the nth transmit antenna across the receive
antenna array. Knowing the channel information at the receiver, Maximum Likelihood (ML)
detection can be used for decoding of received signals for two antenna transmission system,
which can be written as

Assuming that the channel gains between two adjacent subchannels are approximately equal.
i.e.

And
(10)

At the end, the elements of block s[k] are demodulated to extract the information data.
CHANNEL ESTIMATION
Based on those assumptions such as perfect synchronization and block fading, we end up with a
compact and simple signal model for both the single antenna OFDM and MIMO-OFDM systems.
In training based channel estimation algorithms, training symbols or pilot tones that are known
to the receiver, are multiplexed along with the data stream for channel estimation.The idea
behind these methods is to exploit knowledge of transmitted pilot symbols at the receiver to
estimate the channel. For a block fading channel, where the channel is constant over a few
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OFDM symbols, the pilots are transmitted on all subcarriers in periodic intervals of OFDM
blocks. This type of pilot arrangement, depicted in Fig. 3(a), is called the block type
arrangement. For a fast fading channel, where the channel changes between adjacent OFDM
symbols, the pilots are transmitted at all times but with an even spacing on the subcarriers,
representing a comb type pilot placement, Fig. 3(b)
The channel estimates from the pilot subcarriers are interpolated to estimate the channel at
the data subcarriers.

Figure 3.1. Block Pilot

3.2. Comb Pilot

SISO OFDM Channel Estimation
In block-type pilot based channel estimation, OFDM channel estimation symbols are
transmitted periodically, in which all subcarriers are used as pilots. If the channel is constant
during the block, there will be no channel estimation error since the pilots are sent at all
carriers. The estimation can be performed by using either LS or MMSE [9], [10]. In comb-type
pilot based channel estimation, the Np pilot signals are uniformly inserted into X(k) according to
the following equation:
X(k )= X(mL + l) l=1,2….L -1
Where L = No. of subcarriers / Np and m is pilot carrier
index. If inter symbol interference is eliminated by the guard interval, we write (6) in matrix
notation
Y = XFh + W
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(11)
is the DFT matrix with

(12)

If the time domain channel vector h is Gaussian and
uncorrelated with the channel noise W, the frequency domain MMSE estimate of is given by
[3]:
(13)

are the cross covariance matrix between h and Y and auto covariance matrix of Y respectively.
Rhh is the autocovariance matrix of h,ϭ2 represents the noise variance E{W(k) }2 and IN is the N
X N Identity matrix. To use LS (least square) method for channel estimation, we usually put
those observation equations into a matrix form. LS is a well-known method and widely used for
estimation. We choose LS rather than other methods like MMSE channel estimation for the
simplicity of implementation. The LS channel estimate is represented by:
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the LS estimator is equivalent to what is also referred to as the zero-forcing estimator. In combtype pilot based channel estimation, an efficient interpolation technique is necessary in order
to estimate channel at data sub-carriers by using the channel information at pilot sub-carriers.
In the linear interpolation method the channel estimation at the data-carrier k, mL< k < (m + 1)
L, using linear interpolation is given by:

Where Hp is channel estimation value at pilot frequency. The low-pass interpolation is
performed by inserting zeros into the original sequence and then applying a lowpass FIR filter
that allows the original data to pass through unchanged and interpolates between such that the
mean-square error between the interpolated points and their ideal values is minimized. The
spline cubic interpolation produces a smooth and continuous polynomial fitted to given data
points.
MIMO OFDM Channel Estimation
Similar to the SISO scenario, the LS channel estimation for MIMO-OFDM System between nth
transmitter and mth receiver antenna is
(15)
and MMSE channel estimation for MIMO-OFDM System
between nth transmitter and mth receiver antenna is
(16)
where

Where n = 1, 2….NT, m = 1, 2….NR and NT, NR are the numbers
of transmit and receive antennas, respectively, X(n) is an N X N diagonal matrix whose diagonal
elements correspond to the pilots of the nth transmit antenna and Y(m) is N length received
vector at receiver antenna m.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
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System Parameters
OFDM system parameters used in the simulation are indicated in Table I.
We assume to have perfect synchronization since the aim is to observe channel estimation
performance. Moreover, we have chosen the guard interval to be greater than the maximum
delay spread in order to avoid inter-symbol interference. Simulations are carried out for
different signal-tonoise (SNR) ratios. The simulation parameters to achieve those results are
shown in the table. 1.

Table 1. Simulation Parameters

Channel Model
One multi-path fading channel model for SISO and 4 multipath fading channel models for 2 X 2
MIMO are used in the simulations. The channel model for SISO OFDM with sampling interval
Ns is given by:
(17)
The channel models for MIMO OFDM are given by:
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(18)
We can observe performance increase in multiplexing gain of MIMO system by examining the
capacity vs SNR and the increased diversity gain by means of the plot of MSE and BER. The
capacity plot which deriving multiplexing gain of SISO and MIMO systems is shown in Fig. 4. And
we can examine increased diversity gain in MIMO System by means of Mean Square Error
(MSE) as shown in Fig. 5 and 6 and also by means of Bit Error Rate (BER) as shown in Fig. 7,8 9
,10. Fig. 4 shows capacity plot of both SISO and 2 X 2 MIMO systems. In that figure we can
observe that, we should have 3 dB more Signal power in SISO system to achieve the same data
rate of MIMO system.
We can observe performance increase in multiplexing gain of MIMO system by examining the
capacity vs SNR and the increased diversity gain by means of the plot of MSE and BER. The
capacity plot which deriving multiplexing gain of SISO and MIMO systems is shown in Fig. 4. And
we can examine increased diversity gain in MIMO System by means of Mean Square Error
(MSE) as shown in Fig. 5 and 6 and also by means of Bit Error Rate (BER) as shown in Fig. 7,8 9
,10. Fig. 4 shows capacity plot of both SISO and 2 X 2 MIMO systems. In that figure we can
observe that, we should have 3 dB more Signal power in SISO system to achieve the same data
rate of MIMO system.
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Figure 4. Capacity vs. SNR for SISO/MIMO OFDM
Systems
We have modeled block-type and comb type pilot based
channel estimations. Each block consists of a fixed number of symbols, which are 100 in the
simulation. Pilots are sent in all the sub-carriers of the first symbol of each block in block-type
model and pilots are sent in each symbol with some period in comb type and finally channel
estimation is performed by using LS and MMSE estimation.
5.3 Simulation Results and Discussions
The instantaneous MSE is defined as the average error
within an OFDM block and that can be expressed as (19),
wheree k is the index of the sub carries and He(k) is estimated value of channel attenuation.

(19)

Figure 5. MSE for LS/MMSE Estimators to SISO OFDM Systems
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Figure 6. MSE for LS/MMSE Estimators to MIMO OFDM Systems
The mean square error of channel is defined as the mean square error of frequency demines
channel response. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 shows the MSEs of the LS and MMSE channel estimation
algorithms of SISO-OFDM and MIMO OFDM systems respectively. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 shows the
mean MSE versus the SNR, which is averaged over 1000 OFDM blocks at every SNR value. It can
be observed that the performance improvement is there to system by system and also
estimation algorithm wise. Out of all the above plots MIMO OFDM MMSE estimation
constitutes low MSE.

Figure 7. BER plot for Block type Pilot based SISO OFDM with LS/MMSE Estimators
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From Fig. 7 denotes BER plots of the SISO system when channel is known to receiver and with
LS and MMSE estimated channels. The BER performance when channel is perfectly known at
the receiver is taken as the reference. Our aim is to get a result which is as close as possible to
that known channel curve. Out of remaining two plots MMSE plot have fewer error than LS
plot. As seen in Fig. 7, a gain in SNR up to 3 dB can be obtained for certain SNRs when using a
MMSE estimator instead of the LS estimator.

Figure 8. BER plot for Block type pilot based MIMO OFDM with LS/MMSE Estimators
From Fig. 8 denotes BER plots of the MIMO system when channel is known to receiver and with
LS and MMSE estimated channels. As SISO system in Fig. 8 the BER performance of known
channel is compared to the channel estimator with LS based algorithm and that of with MMSE
method. From Fig.7 we can observe that there is a 5 dB loss with LS estimator and there is a 2
dB loss with MMSE estimator when it compares with ideal case. From Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 we can
examine the discrepancybetween SISO and MIMO systems with respect to BER performances.
In SISO OFDM we can achieve 0.035 BER at 8 dB SNR but in MIMO OFDM system we can
achieve 0.035 BER at 2 dB SNR itself. So there is significant SNR gain of 6 dB.
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Figure 9. BER plot for comb type SISO OFDM with LS/MMSE Estimators

Figure 10. BER plot for comb type MIMO OFDM with LS/MMSE Estimators
However the comb-type channel estimation with low pass interpolation which achieves the
best performance among all the interpolation techniques is shown in fig. 9 and Fig. 10. From
Fig. 7 to Fig. 9 the BER performance of comb type pilot and block type pilot methods are
compared and comb type methods are
results poor performance than block type pilot based methods for the reason that of fast fading
channels.
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CONCLUSION
In this paper channel estimation based on both block-type pilot and comb-type arrangements
in both SISO and MIMO OFDM based systems are compared. Channel estimation based on
comb-type pilot arrangement is achieved by giving the channel estimation methods at the pilot
frequencies and the interpolation of the channel at data frequencies. The estimators in this
study can be used to efficiently estimate the channel in both OFDM systems given certain
knowledge about the channel statistics. The MMSE estimator assumes a priori knowledge of
noise variance and channel covariance. We then discussed Space Time Block coding and
maximum likelihood decoding in the MIMO OFDM system to enhance its performance further.
We can also observe the advantage of diversity in MIMO system results less BER than SISO
system. And simulation results show that MMSE estimation for MIMO OFDM provides less MSE
than other systems. Finally, by comparing the performance of MMSE with LS, it is observed that
the former is more resistant to the noise in terms of the channel estimation
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